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By enabling secure, authenticated and

contractually-binding transactions online, digital

certificates will lead to the creation of new

business opportunities. A “killer” application for

such certificates is the

. This can be implemented

easily in cooperation with a critical mass of

suitable retailers and can very simply be extended

from a local virtual marketplace to a global one.

Consumers are becoming increasingly confused

with the proliferation of products being offered for

sell on the Internet. Adding to such confusion are

concerns about being misled into providing credit

card details to unscrupulous merchants and/or

buying fake or inferior-quality goods. Fears of

being cheated are compounded when dealing

Trusted & Secure

E-commerce Platform

online with retailers from another territory or

country, because of unfamiliarity with the

reputation of foreign brands and retailers, and

lack of knowledge about how to enforce

consumer rights in a different jurisdiction.

The

combines several key elements to form a “closed

loop” process to protect the interests of both

consumers as well as participating retailers.

First, only qualified retailers will be permitted to

offer goods for sale on this site. To be qualified,

each retailer must agree to:

(a) be vetted on a regular basis by accredited

and trustworthy issuers of digital certificates, and

(b) supply products adhering to recognized

standards.

Trusted & Secure E-commerce Platform

Secondly, shoppers seeking to make purchases

on this platform will be required to deploy digital

certificates to facilitate payment as well as to

protect their consumer rights. Thirdly, purchased

goods would be properly sealed and tagged, to

facilitate tracking and tracing and ensure against

tampering in transit.

This platform will be open to consumers and

qualified retailers locally and globally. As

illustrated in the example below, consumers can

shop on the

knowing that products offered for sale

are from reputable retailers, conform to

recognized standards, and are shipped using a

reliable and auditable process.

Trusted & Secure E-commerce

Platform

Closed loop

process for

trusted and secure

e-commerce

1. Retailer agrees to only offer

goods for sale on e-commerce

platform in compliance with

independently-assessed

standards

2. Shopper places order and uses digital certificate to

- Facilitate payment to e-commerce platform

- Safeguard his/her consumer rights

3. Retailer

- Uses digital certificate to confirm

Shopper's order

- Packs items ordered in a box

- Seals box and sticks a unique RFID

tag on the exterior

4. RFID tag can provide information

such as

- Name of retailer

- Contents

- Purchase price

5. RFID tag will trace the box along

the entire logistics chain to ensure

against tampering en route

6. Box is delivered to local or foreign Shopper

- Recognized product standards to be applied

to resolve any quality dispute issues quickly

and without ambiguity

- Any retailer failing to adhere to proper

standards will be removed from the

e-commerce platform

7. E-commerce platform releases

payment to Retailer upon

acceptance by Shopper

- Acceptance possible via SMS or

e-mail, quoting unique RFID number

Wider adoption of PKI products and services for
trusted and secure e-commerce

Retailer in cosmetics,
electronics, jewellery,
books etc.
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